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Background
⚫ Distantly Supervised (DS) Relation 

Extraction

aligning
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Jolie had fallen in love with Pitt during filming 
of Mr. & Mrs. Smith (2005)
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April 2012 after seven years together.

Jolie and Pitt were married on August 23, 2014, 
in a private ceremony in Château Miraval, 
France.

On September 19, 2016, Jolie filed for divorce 
from Pitt, citing irreconcilable differences.
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Task Definition
⚫ Introduce temporal information in both 

the relation labeling and the mention set. 
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New dataset 
WIKI-TIME!
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Motivation
Sentence-level memory nets.
⚫ Make use of supporting instances.
⚫ In traditional DS, models always use attention and 

other techniques to denoise.
⚫ However, there are sentences that are not direct 

positive examples for the given relation, but can 
provide supporting evidence
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Alleviate the hard order dependency effect 
in sequence model.
⚫ Construct a query sequence on each mention 

time spot of mention set. 
⚫ Use Memory Nets to introduce 

sentence-level temporal reasoning. 
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Temporal Encoding (TE)
★ Several constraints for TE.

○ Should comply with the chronological order of 
instances.

○ Encoding similarity is only decided by the 
difference between two time spots.

[Vaswani et al., 2017]
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Query Construction
⚫ 4 key variables for RE.

⚫ We split each query into content and 
temporal encoding.



Method
Alleviate the hard order dependency effect 
in sequence model.
⚫ Construct a query sequence on each mention 

time spot of mention set. 
⚫ Use Memory Nets to introduce 

sentence-level temporal reasoning. 



Memory Encoding
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[Sukhbaatar et al., 2015]



Optimization
⚫ Query-level Cross Entropy by SGD.



Automatic results on WIKI-TIME

Manual results on WIKI-TIME

PR curves on WIKI-TIME

Experiment Results(WIKI-TIME)



PR curves with CNN

Experiment Results(NYT-10)

PR curves with PCNN

NO TEMPORAL INFO!



To Sum Up
⚫ Temporal reasoning task
⚫ Newly developed dataset WIKI-TIME

⚫ TempMEM model with temporal encoding 
and sentence-level reasoning

⚫ Experimental results on WIKI-TIME & 
NYT-10 prove our model achieves better 
performance.
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